MEETING PLACE: Commission Meeting Room - Room 124
MEETING DATE: September 20, 2007 - 8:30 a.m.
MEMBERS PRESENT: Angelo J. Faenza, Liquor Control Commissioner
Gary W. Berner, Liquor Control Commissioner
STAFF PRESENT: Gerald C. Langlais, Administrator of Liquor Control
Jack Suchy, Director of Liquor Control
Elisa Nahas, Legal Counsel
Lynn Fiore, Staff Attorney
(8:30 a.m. - 8:34 a.m.)
Diana Sedok, Secretary

DISCUSSION - Lynn Fiore:

1. GIACOBBE, PAUL - LIR.15125
   Following compliance meeting, Commission accepts offer of $250 to solve 8/20/07 alleged violation of 30-6-A24(a) (allowing smoking).

PROVISIONAL PERMITS:

1. TARNOWICZ, PATRICIA - LGB.14196 Southbury Food Center, Southbury
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, cancel permit LGB.12852, bill of sale, sellers affidavit, completion of personal history for Patricia, completion of personal history for Barry, copy of loan.

2. ISAACSON, HOWARD - LIH.1741 Mystic Hilton, Mystic
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, cancel permit LIH.1554, bill of sale, sellers affidavit.
3. **FUTIA, DOMINIC** - LIR.17517  
   Avanti Restaurant, S. Meriden  
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee. Commission approved request to waive section 30-6-A36(b), wholesalers period of credit, on provisional permit.

4. **PALAGUACHI, JOSE** - LRW.4518  
   Ronteras, New London  
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, cancel permit LRW.4353, bill of sale, sellers affidavit.

5. **MARINA, ELIAS** - LGB.14201  
   Quicky’s Food Shop, Bridgeport  
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, cancel permit LGB.12830, bill of sale, sellers affidavit.

6. **RINALDI, LEONARDA** - LCA.6890  
   Café Azzurri, Waterbury  
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, completion of application (sections B, M6, N6, business phone number), documentation of loan for $5,000.

7. **RAGAINI, RAYMOND** - LIR.17519  
   Bridge House, Milford  
   Ok to issue provisional permit when in receipt of stipulated agreement, $500 fee, health certificate. Commission approved request to waive section 30-6-A36(b), wholesalers period of credit, on provisional permit.

8. **POTROS, NAEIM** - LIR.17513  
   Name Not Known, Stratford  
   There are additional requirements prior to issuing provisional permit: also need health certificate, town clerk signature, cancel old permit LIR.16763.

PROVISIONAL PERMIT EXTENSIONS:

1. **MOROTTO, RICHARD** - LIR.17376  
   Bin 300 World Bistro, Wolcott  
   Extension of provisional permit approved.

2. **PAPA, LEONIDHA** - LCA.6824  
   Lakeside Family Restaurant, Coventry  
   Extension of provisional permit approved.
3. RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17389  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Newington
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17405  Chili’s Grill & Bar, New Britain
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17402  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Milford
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17393  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Wallingford
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17413  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Cromwell
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17441  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Windsor
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17403  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Hamden
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17395  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Simsbury
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17394  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Danbury
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17415  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Manchester
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17404  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Waterbury
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17392  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Uncasville
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17391  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Glastonbury
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17390  Chili’s Grill & Bar, New London
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17414  Chili’s Grill & Bar, Southington
RUBIN, PAUL - LIR.17412  Chili’s Grill & Bar, East Haven

Extension of provisional permit approved.

FINAL PerMITS:

1. HARPOON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY INC - LSW.302  Boston, MA
   No requirements. Ok to issue final permit.

2. KINGS EXPRESS INC - LTR.143  St. Joseph, MN
   No requirements. Ok to issue final permit.

3. ZAVALA, GENINE - LCA.6889  Milagro Café, Stonington
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of fire marshal approval, health certificate, publication notice, sketch with dimensions, menu, 8 x 10 photos of furnished interior.

4. ULISSE, DAVINA - LRW.4478  City Fish Market, Wethersfield
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of proof of lockable storage (8 x 10 photos). Endorse service bar only.

5. COLAVOLPE, JOSEPH - LIR.17450  Mr. C’s Fish & Steak House, East Haven
   Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of health certificate, copy of sales and use tax permit, 8 x 10 photos of exterior and furnished interior.
   Endorse ACB and patio.
6. **MANROEL, PETER** - **LIP.14356**  
The Grapevine, Groton  
No requirements. Ok to issue final permit.

7. **ETEM, ASIM** - **LCT.201**  
Il Panino, East Hartford  
No requirements. Ok to issue final permit.

8. **DICKERSON, PATRICIA** - **LIP.14355**  
Marlborough Wine & Spirits, Marlborough  
Ok to issue final permit when in receipt of publication notice, bill of sale, sellers affidavit, cancel old permit LIP.13653, sales agreement, corrected financial affidavit, copy of CD for $265,000, copy of promissory note for $45,000.

**OTHER:**

1. **SANTOS, VICTOR** - **LCA.6473**  
Oak Street Pub & Café, Manchester  
Endorse permit with permanent patio approval.

2. **FARLEY, KEVIN** - **LIR.17204**  
Union Street Tavern, Windsor  
Patio and ACB approved for September 23, 2007 only.

3. **WILSON, LORA** - **LCA.6226**  
Mugsy’s Café, Oakdale  
Patio approved for September 29 and October 6, 2007 only.

4. **MORIN JR., CHRISTIAN** - **LCA.6279**  
Hartford Road Café, Manchester  
Patio and ACB approved for October 6, 2007 only.

5. **O’KEEFE, RICHARD** - **LIC.1999**  
Country Club of Farmington, Farmington  
Endorse permit with permanent ACB.

6. **OTIS, DWIGHT** - **LCA.6700**  
Bunker Café, Wethersfield  
Patio and ACB approved for September 23, 2007. Commission approved an Offer in Compromise in the amount of $750. for violation of section 30-6-A(4), transfer of interest without approval.

7. **DUKA, ATLI** - **LRW.4283**  
SPIGA Pizza & Restaurant, Terryville  
Commission approved transfer of interest and substitute permittee.
8. **IASIELLO-BROTHERS, BARBARA - LIC.2042**  
   Tadeusz Kosciuszko Society, Rockfall  
   Commission approved Mark J. Czaja as substitute permittee.

9. **WELLS, JEREMY - LIR.15155**  
   Stonebridge Restaurant, Milford  
   Commission approved Michael Camponelli as substitute permittee.

10. **DESSUREAU, WILLIAM - LIC.1809**  
    Polish American Club, Naugatuck  
    Commission approved Edward T. Healy as substitute permittee.

11. **POHL, WILLIAM - LIR.15574**  
    Red Lobster, Wethersfield  
    Commission approved Janis Sypek as substitute permittee.

12. **METCALF, CHARLES - LIC.1901**  
    Thompsonville Loyal Order 1525, Enfield  
    Commission approved request in letter dated September 18, 2007 from  
    Thomas W. Norton to resurface bar during suspension on September 25,  
    2007. No alcoholic liquors shall be sold, delivered, offered, ordered or  
    received during the period of suspension. All liquors shall be securely  
    locked during the period of suspension. Business office can be open but  
    no alcohol related business can take place.

Adjourned at 9:25 a.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Gerald C. Langlais  
Administrator of Liquor Control

ds